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Abstract

Nasdaq OMX Valueguard-KTH Housing Index (HOX) is a hedonic
price index that illustrates the price development of condominiums in
Sweden, and that is obtained by using regression technique. Concerns
have been raised regarding the influence of the monthly fee on the
index. Low fee condominiums could be more popular because of the
low monthly cost, high fee condominiums tend to sell for a lower price
due to the high monthly cost. As the price of a condominium rises the
importance of the monthly fee decreases. Because of this the monthly
fee might affect the regression that produces the index. Furthermore,
housing cooperatives are usually indebted. These loans are paid off by
the monthly fee which can be considered to finance a debt that few are
aware of.

This issue has been investigated by iteratively estimating the im-
portance of the level of debt in order to find a model that better takes
into account the possible impact of the monthly fee on the price devel-
opment.

Due to a somewhat simplified model that produces index values
with many cases of high standard deviation, no conclusive evidence
has been found that confirms the initial hypothesis. Nevertheless, con-
verting part of the monthly fee into debt has shown a general im-
provement of fitting a regression equation to the data. It is therefore
recommended that real data on debt in housing cooperatives be tested
in Valueguards real model in order to see if any improvement can be
found.
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1 Introduction

The existence of housing price indexes can be motivated by the fact that
the total value of the housing market constitutes a substantial part of the
economy. A major part of these dwellings is financed by mortgages which
might put the tenants in an awkward position in case of financial turmoil.
Therefore, housing price indexes might serve as macroeconomic indicators
in order to assist in the assessment of risk of insolvency and foreclosures as
well as be an important input in monetary decisions. Additionally, a housing
price index may also be regarded as a financial instrument, thereby giving
rise to the possibility of new types of derivatives with the real estate market
as the underlying asset. One application could for example be an insurance
against a price drop when the market is going down.

Nasdaq OMX Valueguard-KTH Housing Index (HOX) is a housing price
index based on hedonic regression (see the methodology section) which il-
lustrates the price development for single family homes and condominiums
in Sweden. HOX has been developed in collaboration with KTH Royal
Institute of Technology and is used by banks, construction companies, gov-
ernment agencies and others to support, for instance, mortgage valuation.
Furthermore, the intention of HOX has also been to form the basis of fi-
nancial products and insurance. Since HOX is used by many important
institutions it is crucial that the underlying method is of high quality and
can estimate housing prices with good precision.

1.1 Issue

At low price levels the monthly fee has a great significance. In some areas a
condominium with a low fee might even cost twice as much as a correspond-
ing condominium with a high fee. The impact of the fee on the monthly
cost of living may be greater than the impact of the price of the condo-
minium. As the price increases, the significance of the monthly decreases
(due to higher mortgage payments). This implies that the price of a condo-
minium with a high monthly fee may rise more steepily than the price of a
condominium with a low fee. The result of this might be that high fee con-
domoniums affect the index so that it gets tilted and shows an ”erroneous”
price development.

When buying a condominium in Sweden one does not really buy the
apartment but instead aquires the right of living within that space; the
condominium still belongs to the housing cooperative. As any other organ-
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isation the housing cooperative is able to take loans, e.g., with the purpose
of conducting some kind of expensive refurbishment. These loans are then
payed by the tenents via the monthly fee; tenants might therefore, as a
consequence, be mortgaging two loans. In effect, a condominium might
be considered as financing a debt via the monthly fee. This problem means
that condominiums with different degrees of debt should have different price
developments, i.e., it might be difficult to show the price development of
condominiums containing different amounts of debt.

Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to find a way to handle the impact
of the monthly fee.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Background on price indexes

In economics hedonic regression is a widely used approach in real estate
appraisal as well as in consumer price index (CPI) making. The idea is that
the price of a good, in this case condominiums, can be well approximated
by the sum of prices of the constituent parts of the good.

Court (1939) and Griliches (1961) introduced the hedonic approach to
the automobile industry with the purpose of investigating whether or not a
hedonic price index would better take into account the changes of product
quality over time. The latter concludes that the hedonic technique looks
promising regarding quality change problems, and adds that further research
is warranted. Griliches (1961) argues that since this is merely an illustrative
investigation of the possibilities of this technique more effort needs to be put
into finding more detailed data and additional characteristics that better
describe the relationship between the price of a car and its qualities. It is
also of great importance to investigate different regression models since the
price-quality relationship need not be linear.

Song & Wilhelmsson (2010) use the hedonic methodology to create
an index for condominiums in Stockholm, and compare it to simple av-
erage indexes (mean or median prices). They argue that the simplicity of
the mean/median method does not take into account the heterogeneity of
homes. In contrast, the hedonic method provides quality control, as does
the repeated-sales method which is briefly mentioned although it is not used
used in this study. The repeated-sales methodology is based on sales prices
and is the preferred choice when data on home characteristics are scarce
(which is the case in e.g. USA). The disadvantage is that this method re-
lies on frequent repeated-sales data, something that is not always available.
In cases when more detailed data regarding home characteristics are avail-
able the hedonic method is better suited for constructing price indexes; the
argument is based on Meese & Wallace (1997) and Englund (2009). The
conclusion of Song & Wilhelmsson (2010) is that the hedonic method shows
a similar trend as the mean or median indexes but differs in the sense that it
is smoother and therefore has a lower standard deviation, something that is
crucial when valuating different financial and insurance products. Although
the hedonic method looks promising, the authors add that there is more
room for further research pertaining to the quality of relevant data as well
the functional form of the hedonic equation.

Englund, Quigley & Redfearn (1998) have, similarly to Song & Wil-
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helmsson (2010), looked at the application of the hedonic approach to the
Swedish market, but by looking at the housing market, and not condomini-
ums, across the whole country. They compare this new technique to more
primitive methods, and conclude that the hedonic approach has more to offer
because it can better take into account individual-specific aspects of housing
as well as show a higher degree of serial correlation between quarterly prices.

2.2 Regression

In this thesis a database, exceeding 300 000 observations, of sales prices
as well as home characteristics covering entire Sweden is made available by
Valueguard. Thanks to the large set of information a hedonic equation can
be created by regressing the price of condominiums against their attributes.
We have

Y = β0 +HCβ1 + TDβ2 + ε (1)

where

• Y , the output variable, is the price of condominiums. Here Y is log
transformed by definition (by Valueguard). This can be explained by
the fact that after the transformation the data show a more linear
relationship between the output variable and the input variables HC
and TD (explained below).

• HC and TD are the input variables. HC is a set of variables containing
information on the attributes of condominiums while TD is a set of
dummy variables each representing a month between January 2005
and October 2012 during which a contract between buyer and seller
has been registered.

• β0, is the intercept which represents the mean value of Y when HC
and TD are zero. β1 and β2 are regression coefficients associated with
home charachteristics HC and dummy variables TD respectively.

• ε is the regression error term assumed to be normally distributed with
zero mean and constant variance.

Explanation of regression variables

The variables used in the regression and that represent the qualities believed
to explain the price of condominiums are presented in this section.
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• mnadsavgift: monthly fee paid to the housing cooperative [SEK].

• ln area: log transformation of living area [log
(
m2)

].

• rum: number of rooms.

• vning: indicates on which floor the condominium is located.

• elevator : dummy variable which takes the value of one if there is an
elevator in the building.

• topfloor. dummy variable which takes the value of one if the condo-
minium is located at the topfloor of the building.

• buildingperiod: a set of seven variables that describe when the building
in which the condominium is located was built. These are deined as
follows:

– buildingperiod1: 1500 < building year < 1890
– buildingperiod2: 1890 ≤ building year < 1940
– buildingperiod3: 1940 ≤ building year < 1960
– buildingperiod4: 1960 ≤ building year < 1976
– buildingperiod5: 1976 ≤ building year < 1991
– buildingperiod6: 1991 ≤ building year < 2001
– buildingperiod7: 2001 ≤ building year.

• parish: a set of variables taking into account the geographical posi-
tion of the condominium. Each city is divided into several parishes
beacuse of administrative purposes. This can then be used to explain
spatial dependency in the model. The parish variables do of course
vary between different cities and are not interchangeable. The exact
definition of these variables is classified.

• month: each time period is represent by a dummy variable taking the
value of one if a contract of sale has been registered during this month.
Since time interval stretches from January 2005 to October 2012 there
are 94 time dummy variables used in total.

This model is not the result of an investigation into a correct functional
form of the regression equation, but a simplified version of the model used by
Valueguard. The simplification is justified by the need of shorter computing
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time (Valueguards real model takes a couple of days to run); therefore,
e.g., the set of input variables is reduced. The aim is not to improve the
sophistication of the model already in use by Valueguard, but to easily make
a comparative study in order to see the effects after a model adjustment.
Despite simplification the model is still capable of explaining to a large extent
the relationship between the price of a condominium and its attributes.

It must also be pointed out that already at the begining we need to be
aware of some degree of heteroskedasticity, something that is confirmed by
a Breusch-Pagan test. Therefore it has been decided that robust regression
will be used; in this case White’s estimator has been applied in order to
achieve a more conservative estimation of the variance.

Interpretation of coefficients in regression output

Since the output variable is log transformed the input variables as well as
their coefficients can be interpreted in different ways depending on their
functional form. The intercept β0 is to be understood as the mean of
ln (price) but when looking at the true price after exponentiation the correct
interpretation of eβ0 is as the geometric mean of price. In linear regression
the coefficient associated with an input variable is to be regarded as the
slope of the curve describing the relationship between the output variable
and the input variable in question. But since the output variable (ln (price))
in this case is log transformed and the input variables have different func-
tional forms, the interpretation of the relationship between price and the
input variables is different. When exponentiating the coefficients of input
variables (that are not log transformed) the result should be interpreted as
a percentage change, i.e., if exp{βmnadsavgift · 10} = 1.07 then a 10-unit
increase in mnadsavgift (the monthly fee) should result in 7% increase
in price. In the case that an input variable is also log transformed, e.g.
ln (area), two observations of area have to be considered. Let these obser-
vations be called s1 and s2. Then the sole effect of the area variable on the
output variable will be

ln (price(s2))− ln (price(s1)) = βln(area) (ln (area(s2))− ln (area(s1))) ,
(2)

or simplified

price(s2)
price(s1) =

(
area(s2)
area(s1)

)βln(area)

. (3)
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In words this means that a 10% increase in area yields a 1.10βln(area) increase
in price.

Index

The price index can be obtained from the coefficients associated with the
time dummy variables. Since the time dummy variables represent months
and the dependent variable represents the price of a condominium, these
coefficients must be interpreted as ”price per month”, i.e. we get a value
that represents price level of the real estate market pertaining to a partic-
ular month. A base period must also be chosen in order to see the price
development between two points in time.

Regression analysis

Because an equation describing the value of a condominium can be produced
it is therefore possible to use this equation to estimate the price of another
condominium as long as all necessary details regarding the home character-
istics are available. With access to additional data it would therefore be
possible to compare two models by firstly producing a hedonic price equa-
tion for each model and secondly evaluating these on the extra set of data
in order to see how well they perform.

2.3 The data

The focus will be on medium size cities because this is where the connection
between the monthly fee and the steep price development was first noted,
especially in the city of Norrköping. As a comparison the cities of Upp-
sala, Linköping and Väster̊as will also be considered. Another reason why
medium size cities are of interest is that large cities suffer from a high influx
of people attracted to the possibilities of a metropolitan area. In addition,
due to lack of availabe dwellings the price level in larger cities is already
quite high and steady, and no extremes are observed. On the other hand,
small cities do not provide enough data because an area with few inhabitans
has a small real estate market.

A strongly positive aspect of this thesis is that the data set used has
been subject to ”cleaning”. This means that Valueguard revises the data
in order to eliminate discrepancies and odd information. Examples of this
could be that the real estate broker has not registered whether not there
is an elevator in the building. A solution to this problem could be to look
at a previous transaction in the same housing cooperative, if the earlier
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transaction shows there is (or there is not) an elevator this should most
likely still be the case. In case there is no prior information this observation
could just be discarded alltogether. Furthermore, since the hedonic index
is supposed to represent the price development of a standard condominium
there is no need for extreme outliers when trying to fit the hedonic equation,
i.e., a condominium that deviates strongly in terms of some characteristic
does not improve goodnes of fit. Therefore, e.g., condominiums with more
than ten rooms have been omitted.

An additional positive aspect is the fact that transaction dates are not
used but contract dates. After a deal between buyer and seller has been
settled it takes some time before the money changes hands. This time lag
is avoided by using contract dates instead of transaction dates. Figures 1,
2, 3 and 4 show how many transactions are performed each month in each
of the cities considered in this thesis. More often than not the activity is
higher during spring and fall while fewer transactions are performed during
summer.

Figure 1: Monthly transactions in Uppsala between January 1, 2005 and
October 31, 2012.
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Figure 2: Monthly transactions in Linköping between January 1, 2005 and
October 31, 2012.

Figure 3: Monthly transactions in Norrköping between January 1, 2005 and
October 31, 2012.
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Figure 4: Monthly transactions in Väster̊as between January 1, 2005 and
October 31, 2012.
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Although the data set used has been subject to an extensive cleaning
algorithm the vastness of this data set still makes it possible to estimate a
hedonic equation with good enough precision. As can be seen in Tables 1, 2,
3 and 4 the number of observations stretches from around 4000 (Norrköping)
to 20000 (Uppsala). For Uppsala there are (including the dummy variables
for each time period and all parishes) less than 300 input variables wich
means that there is approximately 70 observations per covariate. In the
case of Norrköping about 4000 observations are spread out on roughly 200
variables giving a quotient of approximately 20. For Linköping and Väster̊as
the numbers are approximately 24 and 30.

Looking again at the tables it is clear that mean value of all variables
seem to be rather similar across all cities with the exception of pris which
differs greatly. In Norrköping and Väster̊as it is quite low but gets higher
for Linköping and especially Uppsala. This can be expected since both
Linköping and Uppsala are university towns, something wich attracts more
people. Uppsala in particular enjoys a high degree of attraction because of
its proximity to the metropolitan area of Stockholm.

Table 1: Summary statistics for Uppsala from January, 2005 to October,
2012.

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. No. of obs.
pris 1322497.982 714037.265 90000 8550000 20838
area 65.260 24.157 15 232 20851
mnadsavgift 3272.158 1298.358 392 14339 20815
rum 2.365 1.048 1 8 20864
vning 2.44 1.234 0.5 10 20864
elevator 0.1 0.3 0 1 20864
topfloor 0.299 0.458 0 1 20864
buildingperiod1 0.008 0.09 0 1 20864
buildingperiod2 0.149 0.356 0 1 20864
buildingperiod3 0.319 0.466 0 1 20864
buildingperiod4 0.227 0.419 0 1 20864
buildingperiod5 0.094 0.292 0 1 20864
buildingperiod6 0.05 0.217 0 1 20864
buildingperiod7 0.152 0.359 0 1 20864
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Table 2: Summary statistics for Linköping from January, 2005 to October,
2012.

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. No. of obs.
pris 902534.751 624145.861 65000 6550000 4853
area 68.945 23.782 16 200 4852
mnadsavgift 3416.108 1365.678 627 10182 4851
rum 2.493 0.969 1 7 4854
vning 2.433 1.349 0.5 16 4854
elevator 0.074 0.262 0 1 4854
topfloor 0.359 0.48 0 1 4854
buildingperiod1 0 0.02 0 1 4854
buildingperiod2 0.041 0.198 0 1 4854
buildingperiod3 0.365 0.482 0 1 4854
buildingperiod4 0.217 0.412 0 1 4854
buildingperiod5 0.131 0.337 0 1 4854
buildingperiod6 0.086 0.28 0 1 4854
buildingperiod7 0.16 0.366 0 1 4854

Table 3: Summary statistics for Norrköping from January, 2005 to October,
2012

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. No. of obs.
pris 599777.471 441540.367 20000 5000000 4097
area 64.324 23.044 19 203 4101
mnadsavgift 3354.446 1291.306 749 9773 4100
rum 2.257 0.964 1 8 4101
vning 2.695 1.555 0.5 12 4101
elevator 0.308 0.462 0 1 4101
topfloor 0.278 0.448 0 1 4101
buildingperiod1 0.001 0.031 0 1 4101
buildingperiod2 0.234 0.423 0 1 4101
buildingperiod3 0.29 0.454 0 1 4101
buildingperiod4 0.229 0.42 0 1 4101
buildingperiod5 0.145 0.352 0 1 4101
buildingperiod6 0.023 0.15 0 1 4101
buildingperiod7 0.079 0.269 0 1 4101
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Table 4: Summary statistics for Väster̊as from January, 2005 to October,
2012

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. No. of obs.
pris 749676.853 615429.577 10000 5490000 7591
area 69.145 23.052 19 189 7590
mnadsavgift 3555.183 1185.571 650 14348 7591
rum 2.492 0.961 1 7 7594
vning 2.669 1.899 0.41 16 7594
elevator 0.253 0.435 0 1 7594
topfloor 0.32 0.467 0 1 7594
buildingperiod1 0.003 0.051 0 1 7594
buildingperiod2 0.07 0.254 0 1 7594
buildingperiod3 0.413 0.492 0 1 7594
buildingperiod4 0.275 0.447 0 1 7594
buildingperiod5 0.093 0.29 0 1 7594
buildingperiod6 0.035 0.185 0 1 7594
buildingperiod7 0.112 0.315 0 1 7594

2.4 Adjusting the monthly fee

Since the condominium is owned by the housing cooperative and the dweller
merely buys the right to use that particular space, it is to some extent
the responsibility of the housing cooperative to take care of the building.
Included in the monthly fee is a sum of money intended for the management
of the building. But this is not all. The housing cooperative might have
borrowed money, e.g. in order to finance a large renovation. Paying off the
loan then takes the form of a higher monthly fee; exactly how much extra
the dweller needs to pay depends on the size of the condominium, everyone
has its share of the housing cooperative debt.

This leads to the thought that the price of a condominium is affected
by the amount of debt that it owes to the housing cooperative. The bigger
the loan the larger the monthly fee. Future dwellers are likely to pay less
for a condominium with a high monthly fee. The idea is that the true price
of a condominium should be ”market price” + ”debt”. Assuming that the
dweller only pays interest it is possible to estimate how large the debt of
his/hers condominium is, but this requires the knowledge of how much of
the monthly fee consists of debt payment. Every housing cooperative makes
public their annual reports in which the debt per square meter is usually
mentioned. But this would mean going through thousands of reports, an
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unrealistic task. An easier approach would be to guess what portion of the
monthly fee goes to paying off debt and then iterating in some way towards
a reasonable value. Since a reasonable portion of the monthly fee has to go
to the maintenance of the building an initial guess would be that 30% of the
fee represents debt. From the tables presented earlier the average monthly
fee is about 3500 SEK. This gives a monthly interest payment of 1050 SEK.
Assuming the interest rate is 3.5%, on an annual basis, this would amount
to a total debt of 360 000 SEK. This procedure might in some cases give rise
to negative answers, but in the event that this happens it is easy to set it to
zero. The part of the monthly fee considered to finance a loan is probably
not 30 % across the whole data se; it is more likely that the level of debt
varies among different condominiums and it would make more sense to find
a point at which debt convertion is particularly advantageous.

Another disturbance might be that some housing cooperatives have shops
and stores as tenants. These would then pay a sum of money that covers
the debt payment, i.e., there is a debt hidden in the condominiums but the
dwellers still pay a low monthly fee. Far from all housing cooperatives enjoy
such a luxury, therefore this disturbance is not considered to be a problem.
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3 Results

3.1 Index rises sharply

Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 illustrate the hedonic price index which shows how
the price of the standard condominium has developed between January,
2005 and October, 2012 in the cities of Uppsala, Linköping, Norrköping and
Väster̊as. The purpose of these illustrations is to highlight that the price
development of condominiums with a high monthly fee is higher than others.

Figure 5: Hedonic price index for three cases: 1. All observations included
(blue). 2. The top 25% with the highest monthly fee per square meter
(red). 3. All observations excluding those in 2 (green). The time interval is
January, 2005 (month no. 0) to October, 2012 (month no. 94).
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Figure 6: Hedonic price index for three cases: 1. All observations included
(blue). 2. The top 25% with the highest monthly fee per square meter
(red). 3. All observations excluding those in 2 (green). The time interval is
January, 2005 (month no. 0) to October, 2012 (month no. 94).
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Figure 7: Hedonic price index for three cases: 1. All observations included
(blue). 2. The top 25% with the highest monthly fee per square meter
(red). 3. All observations excluding those in 2 (green). The time interval is
January, 2005 (month no. 0) to October, 2012 (month no. 94).
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Figure 8: Hedonic price index for three cases: 1. All observations included
(blue). 2. The top 25% with the highest monthly fee per square meter
(red). 3. All observations excluding those in 2 (green). The time interval is
January, 2005 (month no. 0) to October, 2012 (month no. 94).

Figure 7 shows the hedonic price index for Norrköping, a place of par-
ticular interest because the issue of a possibly faulty price development was
first noted here. As can be clearly seen, the most expensive (in terms of
monthly cost) condominiums show a 600% (!) increase in price between
January, 2005 and October 2012, while the real estate market as a whole
increased roughly by 350% during the same time period. If the expensive
condominiums are omitted the real estate market of Norrköping will only
have risen by roughly 250% over the course of seven years. This shows that
the expensive objects have a strong impact on the market as a whole. An
explanation could be that these particular dwellings started at a pretty low
price. But this does not diminish the fact that this impact results in an in-
dex that overestimates the price development of other objects. Real estate
agents, buyers and sellers as well as other important institutions might be
lead to believe in a scenario different from reality and might therefore make
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inaccurate decisions.
The effect of expensive condominiums can also be observed in Uppsala,

Linköping and Väster̊as which have been included in order to see if this
phenomenon occurs in other areas as well. Figures 5, 6 and 8 show a pattern
similar to the one observed in Figure 7 (Norrköping), but the discrepancy
between the overall index and the one without the expensive condominiums
seems not to be very large.

The extent to which the index curves differ might also depend on what
month that serves as reference. Here month 0 (January, 2005) is used as
reference but when this is changed to e.g. month 20 or 50 the result is often
the same, particularly in the case of Norrköping.

Table 5 shows the regression statistics for the three cases illustrated in
Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. In all cases, except for the expensive condominiums in
Norrköping, the value of R2 is well beyond 0.80, i.e. the model can explain
a large portion of the information in the data set. The RMSE is below
0.20 for Uppsala when considering all observations and when excluding the
expensive condominiums. In the case of Norrköping the RMSE is at least
0.30 but goes down to 0.26 when excluding the expensive condominiums.
For Linköping and Väster̊as the value of the RMSE is constantly above
0.20. A notable pattern is that the value of the RMSE is at its lowest
for the regression that excludes the expensive condominiums. This pattern
holds for all cities and might be attributed to the higer value of the RMSE
for the expensive condominiums, i.e., removing the expensive objects leads
to smaller fluctuations in the index.

Table 5: Regression statistics for three cases: all observations included
(Original), top 25 % with the highest monthly fee per square meter (High)
and all observations included except for the top 25 % (Non-high).

City Statistic Original High Non-high

Uppsala RMSE 0.1725 0.2062 0.1486
R2 0.88 0.87 0.89

Linköping RMSE 0.2308 0.2282 0.2163
R2 0.87 0.84 0.89

Norrköping RMSE 0.3041 0.3290 0.2641
R2 0.81 0.77 0.86

Väster̊as RMSE 0.2671 0.2743 0.2453
R2 0.88 0.87 0.89
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Tables 6, 7, 8 and 9 show the the regression results for some of the vari-
ables used. Here the parish variables along with some of the time dummy
variables have been excluded for ease of reading. The point is to illustrate
that some of the time dummy variables have high standard errors as well
as high p-values. This could add understanding to the ”shaky” look of the
indexes. It might also be the case that the variation of the index values
covers the difference between the overall index and the index without the
expensive condominiums.

It should also be noted that some of the variables representing building
periods tend to have a high p-value. This could be a sign that they are
to some extent unnecessary (they do not add much new information to the
model). The interpretation of this could be that some aspects of housing
are explained by other variables in some cases. Take e.g. elevators, today
they are a normal thing in any building but 100 years ago they were seen as
a luxury.

Table 6: Regression results for Uppsala, all observations included.

Variable Coefficient Std. Err. t-value p-value
cons 11.31553 .0397089 284.9623 0

mnadsavgift -.0001025 3.67e-06 -27.95208 9.3e-169
ln area .6581867 .008687 75.76699 0
rum .1367757 .0030777 44.44144 0
vning .0170813 .0014643 11.66521 2.41e-31
elevator -.0182682 .0051719 -3.532204 .000413
topfloor -.0062173 .0036124 -1.721107 .0852465
buildingperiod2 -.0782476 .0154439 -5.066585 4.09e-07
buildingperiod3 -.1366945 .015306 -8.930756 4.58e-19
buildingperiod4 -.16778 .0155233 -10.80829 3.73e-27
buildingperiod5 -.184363 .0161641 -11.40572 4.83e-30
buildingperiod6 -.2693704 .0205641 -13.09904 4.79e-39
buildingperiod7 .0437961 .0162739 2.691181 .0071258
month2 .0067762 .0222696 .3042803 .7609175
month3 -.0114994 .0209387 -.5491948 .5828778
month4 .002821 .0206628 .1365261 .8914067
month5 .0173689 .021863 .7944444 .426946
month6 .0842928 .0218621 3.85565 .0001158
month7 .0519727 .0227652 2.282989 .0224413
month8 .1008956 .0204848 4.925385 8.49e-07
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Table 7: Regression results for Linköping, all observations included.

Variable Coefficient Std. Err. t-value p-value
cons 9.302174 .1510047 61.6019 0

mnadsavgift -.0001754 8.04e-06 -21.8081 1.7e-100
ln area .9729662 .0289626 33.59392 8.9e-222
rum .1557562 .0096787 16.09273 9.44e-57
vning .0548965 .0035414 15.50133 6.94e-53
elevator -.0307759 .0144432 -2.130825 .0331557
topfloor -.0699685 .0092502 -7.563965 4.68e-14
buildingperiod2 .312764 .0626069 4.995678 6.08e-07
buildingperiod3 .1253077 .0638661 1.962037 .0498175
buildingperiod4 .1038832 .0647428 1.604551 .1086603
buildingperiod5 .1159112 .0618344 1.874542 .0609182
buildingperiod6 .162071 .0625369 2.591608 .0095826
buildingperiod7 .38007 .0621992 6.110524 1.07e-09
month2 .0343669 .0617745 .5563283 .5780131
month3 -.0521104 .0729423 -.7144063 .4750117
month4 -.0686638 .0665996 -1.030995 .3025966
month5 .0803541 .0638619 1.258248 .208365
month6 -.0012074 .0592668 -.0203725 .9837471
month7 .023122 .0937462 .2466443 .8051944
month8 .1289403 .0571466 2.256306 .0240975
month9 .0509773 .0564568 .9029431 .3666027
month10 .0395184 .0568841 .6947175 .487267
month11 .0764792 .0566956 1.348945 .1774201
month12 .1363594 .0543087 2.510818 .0120787
month13 .2161073 .0542792 3.981406 .0000696

Table 8: Regression results for Norrköping, all observations.

Variable Coefficient Std. Err. t-value p-value
cons 5.92387 .2458233 24.09809 9.0e-120

mnadsavgift -.0002839 .0000106 -26.87815 3.3e-146
ln area 1.799694 .0363247 49.54462 0
rum .0861286 .0126896 6.787336 1.31e-11
vning .0334023 .0042174 7.920171 3.06e-15
elevator -.0307592 .0137344 -2.239579 .0251741
topfloor -.0560022 .0129663 -4.319048 .0000161
buildingperiod2 -.2891924 .1843317 -1.56887 .1167589
buildingperiod3 -.4100187 .1828441 -2.242449 .024988
buildingperiod4 -.4862547 .1831818 -2.654493 .0079748
buildingperiod5 -.5457746 .1832501 -2.978304 .0029162
buildingperiod6 -.2014859 .1886622 -1.067972 .285599
buildingperiod7 -.1641846 .1819845 -.90219 .3670114
month2 .2124528 .1280333 1.659356 .0971241
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month3 -.0023478 .1342859 -.0174839 .9860514
month4 .1515365 .1225552 1.236475 .216356
month5 .1122626 .1483666 .7566567 .449301
month6 .0879582 .1261272 .6973766 .4856085
month7 .1320798 .1499215 .8809931 .3783755
month8 .1379832 .1416452 .9741461 .3300441
month9 .216684 .1242171 1.744398 .0811681
month10 .2894297 .1201347 2.40921 .0160329
month11 .3587941 .1211475 2.96163 .0030785
month12 .1075082 .1324946 .8114156 .4171763
month13 .373065 .1121312 3.32704 .0008858
month14 .2939377 .1511344 1.944876 .0518613

Table 9: Regression results for Väster̊as, all observations.

Variable Coefficient Std. Err. t-value p-value
cons 8.571091 .1217194 70.41681 0

mnadsavgift -.0002114 6.97e-06 -30.31574 2.5e-190
ln area 1.341767 .0280884 47.76944 0
rum .1320533 .0087901 15.02301 2.87e-50
vning .0154258 .0019649 7.850543 4.73e-15
elevator -.0128716 .0098509 -1.306648 .191373
topfloor -.0274488 .0075315 -3.644526 .0002697
buildingperiod2 -.2131629 .0517593 -4.118348 .0000386
buildingperiod3 -.3380358 .0518094 -6.52461 7.27e-11
buildingperiod4 -.3979594 .0541341 -7.351358 2.17e-13
buildingperiod5 -.2799636 .0526289 -5.319581 1.07e-07
buildingperiod6 -.2028503 .05455 -3.718616 .0002018
buildingperiod7 -.0734049 .0522584 -1.404653 .1601668
month2 -.0572492 .0511969 -1.118217 .263511
month3 .0328665 .0486063 .676177 .4989496
month4 .1027573 .0551507 1.863209 .0624727
month5 .0930936 .068789 1.353321 .1759948
month6 .035214 .0640809 .5495232 .5826631
month7 .0511267 .0635146 .8049594 .4208691
month8 .1227737 .0550447 2.230435 .0257486
month9 .0906074 .0566194 1.600289 .1095774
month10 .1531315 .0481475 3.180465 .0014765
month11 .2027665 .0449694 4.508986 6.61e-06
month12 .162466 .0528779 3.072474 .0021307
month13 .1909061 .0540836 3.529831 .0004184
month14 .2283256 .0492217 4.63872 3.57e-06
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3.2 Adjusting the monthly fee.

As mentioned in the methodology section, adjusting the monthly fee might
be a way to compensate for the hidden debt in certain condominiums which
is believed to affect the price development. The idea proposed is to take 30%
of the monthly fee and convert it into a debt that later is added to the price.
There is no point in producing an index for this new variable since this does
not longer represent the market price of a condominium. Instead, we need
to interpret this new definition as the ”value” of a condominium, much like
the value of a real estate. But instead of considering a whole building the
focus is on a part of a building. Just as a comparison a scenario considering
a 90% convertion of the monthly fee is also regarded, for the sake of the
extreme.

The underlying belief is that there is a latent connection between the
price and the monthly fee. When the supposed debt is added to the price
the relationship between ln pris and mnadsavgift changes. Instead of be-
ing more or less a cloud the graph starts to take the shape of an almost
linear ribbon. This gives reason to believe that it will be easier to fit a line
with regard to the variable representing the monthly fee. Figures 9 and 10
illustrate the change. The difference might not seem to be of a large mag-
nitude but some of the variation has been decreased. Other cities also show
the same pattern.

Figure 9: Log transformed price versus monthly fee for Norrköping
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Figure 10: Log transformation of price including supposed debt versus new
monthly fee, Norrköping. Here 90 % of the monthly is converted into debt.

As evidenced in Table 10, converting some of the monthly fee into debt
seems to improve the goodness of fit when concentrating on R2 and RMSE.
Of course, the R2 value has to be taken with a pinch of salt since it does not
say how much of the information is useful, but the high values suggest that
there is some potential. The RMSE has also improved to a high degree. It is
important though to keep in mind that the observations used for estimation
of the RMSE have also been used for fitting the model.
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Table 10: Regression statistics for original model compared to adjusted
models where 30 % and 90 % of the monthly fee has been converted into
debt.

Uppsala
Statistic \Model Original 30 % 90 %

R2 0.88 0.91 0.94
RMSE 0.17 0.12 0.08

Linköping
Statistic \Model Original 30 % 90 %

R2 0.86 0.91 0.95
RMSE 0.23 0.15 0.09

Norrköping
Statistic \Model Original 30 % 90 %

R2 0.80 0.89 0.94
RMSE 0.30 0.16 0.10

Väster̊as
Statistic \Model Original 30 % 90 %

R2 0.87 0.93 0.95
RMSE 0.27 0.14 0.09

Apart from R2 and RMSE it is also a wise choice to look at the distribu-
tion of the regression residuals which are assumed to be normally distributed.
Figures 11, 12 and 13 show quantile-quantile plots (QQ-plots) in which the
regression residuals have been compared to the normal distribution. These
are examples of the situation in Uppsala, for graphical presention of the re-
maining cities please see appendix. We see that the residuals have a heavier
tail than the normal distribution. The degree of the heavyness seems to
decrease as the level of debt convertion increases, but the heavyness is not
completely mitigated. This pattern occurs in the other cities as well, and
in the case of Norrköping one tail seems to decrease while the other tail
increases.
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Figure 11: Quantile-quantile plot of regression residuals against the normal
distribution.

Figure 12: Quantile-quantile plot of regression residuals against the normal
distribution. 30 % of the monthly fee is considered to be debt.
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Figure 13: Quantile-quantile plot of regression residuals against the normal
distribution. 90 % of the monthly fee is considered to be debt.

Figure 14: Quantile-quantile plot of regression residuals against the normal
distribution.
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Figure 15: Quantile-quantile plot of regression residuals against the normal
distribution. 30 % of the monthly fee is considered to be debt.

Figure 16: Quantile-quantile plot of regression residuals against the normal
distribution. 90 % of the monthly fee is considered to be debt.
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Figure 17: Quantile-quantile plot of regression residuals against the normal
distribution.

Figure 18: Quantile-quantile plot of regression residuals against the normal
distribution. 30 % of the monthly fee is considered to be debt.
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Figure 19: Quantile-quantile plot of regression residuals against the normal
distribution. 90 % of the monthly fee is considered to be debt.

Figure 20: Quantile-quantile plot of regression residuals against the normal
distribution.
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Figure 21: Quantile-quantile plot of regression residuals against the normal
distribution. 30 % of the monthly fee is considered to be debt.

Figure 22: Quantile-quantile plot of regression residuals against the normal
distribution. 90 % of the monthly fee is considered to be debt.
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Although the RMSE looks to have greatly improved it only tells us the
average error for the output variable (log tranformed price). The question is
how it has affected the valuation of condominiums, i.e., how do the adjusted
models compare to the original model when the debt convertion is inversed?

After the hedonic equation has been fitted new prices can be estimated
(log transformed prices including debt), call these ŷ. Then the real price,
market price, will be ˆprice = eŷ − debt. These estimated prices can be
compared to the true prices used in the regression in order to get the error
error = | ˆprice − price|. Since an error distribution is obtained for every
model it is possible to compare these. Tables 11 and 12 show the results
of t-tests comparing the mean of the error for the original model with the
means of the errors of the adjusted models.

The p-value represents the probability of the alternative hypothesis Ha

if the null hypothesis H0 is that the difference in mean is zero. If the p-
value is above a certain threshold, say 5 %, then the null hypothesis can be
accepted at a 95 % level. Although the p-value indicates that the means of
the errors of a couple of the adjusted models have gone slightly down, the
most interesting detail is that all standard deviations are larger than the
corresponding means! This means that a substantial part of these distribu-
tions have negative values. Please remember that absolute values have been
used. Hence, all models tend to understimate the prices of condominiums.

Table 11: T-test results for comparing the errors of different models. The p-
value is the probability of the alternative hypothesis Ha if the null hypothesis
H0 is that the difference in means is zero.

Uppsala Linköping
Orig. 30 % 90 % Orig. 30 % 90 %

Mean 168061 159049.5 159004.8 154389.7 147211.9 147936.4
Std. Dev. 228520 215212 205915 194584 174854 164620
p-value 0 0 0.056 0.078
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Table 12: T-test results for comparing the errors of different models. The p-
value is the probability of the alternative hypothesis Ha if the null hypothesis
H0 is that the difference in means is zero.

Norrköping Väster̊as
Orig. 30 % 90 % Orig. 30 % 90 %

Mean 130199 122536.9 132582.6 126078.8 118258.3 128295.9
Std. Dev. 188171.8 160001 161758 181338.1 157788.8 168242.6
p-value 0.047 0.54 0.005 0.435

3.3 Finding an optimal point.

Previously, two cases of adjusting the monthly fee have been tested. Since
the level of debt convertion was rather arbitrarily chosen, the question re-
mains whether or not there might be an optimal point for performing the
convertion. Finding a particular point can be done by iteratively raising the
level of debt convertion. Here the algorithm starts at 5 % of the monthly
fee considered to be debt and ends at 90 %. Just to make things a bit more
complicated a threshold has been introduced. This threshold is a limit on
the monthly fee. Only the portion of the monthly fee above the threshold is
converted into debt. The threshold stretches from 500 SEK to 5000 SEK.

The results of the iterative procedure show that the adjusted model is
the one to prefer in most cases except when the monthly fee is high and
the debt convertion level is high. This is the conclusion when regarding the
change in RMSE. In the cases of Linköping and Norrköping roughly a third
of the scenarios say that the adjusted model is worse, i.e., the adjusted has
a higher RMSE than the original model. Although these results are only
of a comparative nature, they indicate whether or not there is any reason
to continue looking for an optimal point.

Please remember from the beginning that there might be an issue with
expensive condominiums rising quite steeply. So far, only the overall case
has been in focus, i.e. using all observations in the regression and using
prediction on all obervations. But it would be interesting to see what effect
a debt convertion would have on the prediction of special cases of condo-
miniums. Therefore an attempt has been tried in order to see the behavior
of expensive condominiums as well as comparing these to other groups. The
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following definitions have been tried:

• Large condominiums (> 70m2) with a high monthly fee (top 20 %),

• Small condominums (< 40m2) with a high monthly fee (top 20 %),

• Large condominiums (> 70m2) with a low monthly fee (bottom 20 %),

• Small condominums (< 40m2) with a low monthly fee (bottom 20 %).

The result of this procedure can be seen in Appendix A which presents
an overview that shows at which points the adjusted model outperforms the
original model at estimating the price of condominiums (after inversing the
debt convertion).

What can be told about the result is that for small condominiums the
standard deviation seems to have decreased and is lower than the corre-
sponding mean. This holds for both high and low monthly fee condomini-
ums. Unfortunately, the issue with a high standard deviation is still present
in the case of large condominiums, regardless of monthly fee. Another is-
sue having been observed is that for a large number of cases, the standard
deviations of the groups compared are different.

Better news is the fact that the RMSE seems to be going down when
the degree of debt convertion is increased. Sometimes the RMSE is nearly
always better and sometimes nearly always worse. Usually it improves but
as the debt convertion limit increases it puts a restrain on this improvement,
i.e., as the limit is increased the improvement of the RMSE becomes less
frequent. There seems to be no obvious pattern across the different types of
condominiums.
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4 Conclusion

Nasdaq OMX Valueguard-KTH Housing Index (HOX) is a hedonic index
that shows the price development of condominiums in Sweden. The basis of
this thesis is that there might be a problem with the monthly fee.

People want to buy condominiums with low monthly fees wich makes
these objects more popular than condominiums with high monthly fees.
Furthermore, as the price of a condominiums increases the importance of
the monthly fee decreases. Additionally, the monthly fee might be hiding a
loan that the housing cooperative has taken. This loan is paid by dwellers
who must pay a higher monthly fee, something that makes condominiums
with high fees less popular. The result of this is that the monthly fee may
have a large influence on the price index.

Results presented in this paper have shown that condominiums with a
high (with respect to living area) tend to have a steeper increase in general
price level. The questions is if this has a strong affect on the overall index.
It has been noted that the index is a bit ”shaky” because of time dummy
variables which sometimes have high standard deviations. Because of this
it does not feel safe to conclude that this is really the case.

Nevertheless, attempts have been tried in order to find a model that
better takes into account the impact of the monthly fee, which is supposed
to hide a debt. No real data on the level of debt in housing cooperatives
has been available, therefore the option has been to estimate the level of
debt by an iterative procedure. After debt convertion of the monthly fee
the adjusted model has been evaluated by looking at the change in RMSE
as well as the change in the error distribution (by means of t-tests) when
estimating condominium prices.

In this examination differrent types of condominiums have been used
(high/low monthly fee and large/small living area) in the hope that if the
adjusted model is better at estimating prices for these groups, then it is bet-
ter than the original model at taking into account the fluctuations possibly
occuring in these groups.

Results show that the RMSE usually is lower for the adjusted model
than for the original model when the level of debt convertion is increased.
However, t-tests reveal that the error distributions during estimation have
large standard deviations with regard to the their corresponding means and
with respect to each other. Therefore these tests are considered inconclusive.

It must also be emphasized that we know already from the start that the
model (the original) suffers from some degree of heteroskedasticity and that,
in spite of the many variables included in the regression, it is a simplified
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model, at least when compared to the model actually used by Valueguard
which enjoys a high degree of sophistication.

The conclusion must therefore be that due to small errors adding up
during the research, there is no definite evidence suggesting that there is a
huge issue with the monthly fee that can be remedied with debt convertion.
However, a general improvement of fitting a regression equation to the data
has been noted after applying debt convertion. It is therefore recommended
that real data on housing cooperative debt (if obtainable) be tried in Value-
guards sophisticated model in order to see if any improvement of goodness
of fit can be made.
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A Overview of debt convertion
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